We follow Schaefer [14] for locally convex spaces (which are assumed to be Hausdorff and over the field of real numbers), Varadarajan [16] for measures, and Kelley [9] for nets and subnets. C,(X) denotes the set of all real-* This paper is mostly a part of the Ph.D. thesis submitted to the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois in 1968.
INTRODUCTION
Choquet [5] defined barycenters and established the representation of the points of a convex, compact subsets of a locally convex space, by means of measures "supported" by extreme points. Bauer [I] proved that a point x of a convex compact subset of a locally convex space is an extreme point if and only if eg is the only probability Bore1 measure on that set representing x. In this paper we take a bounded, closed, convex subset X of a locally convex space E and denote by M, the set of all nonnegative, regular, finitely additive, each of total mass 1, measures on the field generated by 28'-sets [16] . MO , M, , M, are the subsets of M consisting of all a-additive, all r-additive, and all tight measures in M. The barycenter of a p EM, is a point x E X, if it exists, such that p(f) =f(~), VIE E', the topological dual of E. We generalize some results of Bourbaki ([3] , Ch. III, Section 3) and then prove that every element of M, has a barycenter in X if X is complete and some stronger results in particular cases.
When X is complete it is proved that x is an extreme point of X if and only if E% is the only element of M, having X as its barycenter. For weak topology on E, necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for an extreme point to be the barycenter of no other element of M than E% . Some examples and counterexamples are given. Statements equivalent to the Krein-Milman Theorem are given in terms of barycenters. valued bounded functions on X. We know [16] there is an order preserving one-to-one correspondence between the positive linear functionals on C,(X) and positive, regular, finitely-additive measures on X. We shall use the facts that (i) /.L E M, if for each sequence (fn) C C,(X), with fn J 0, we have cL(fn)+O;
(ii) TV E M, if for each net ( fo)ole,, with(h) C G(X) andf, 4 0, &J-+0. Also a p E M, can be uniquely extended to a regular countably additive Bore1 measure on X ([ll]); we shall denote this Bore1 measure also by p.
(iii) p E M, if for each net ( fm) C C,(X) with ((f. 1) < 1 and fa+ 0 uniformly on compact subsets of X, p( fJ -+ 0.
We shall use many properties of these measures given in [16] . M,, will denote the set of all elements of M which have barycenters in X. On M we shall always take weak topology [16] . For a subset A C E, K(A) will denote the convex hull of A in E. Instead of saying x is the barycenter of TV, sometimes we shall say p represents x.
VECTOR INTEGRATION
Let X be a completely regular HausdortT space, E a locally convex space and M, MO, M, , M, have usual meanings. For a p E M, let S'(x E; p) denotes the set of all f : X -+ E, such that f (X) is bounded in E and (f, z') is p-integrable Vz' E E' (see [7] , Ch. III). We fix p EM, and we shall write @X, E) for S?(X; E; p) if no confusion arises.
DEFINITION.
For an f E&%(X, E), we define sf dp E E'* as:
We prove some properties of this vector integration. PROOF. If sf dp$k( f(X)), th en by Separation Theorem, there exists a x' E E' such that (sf dp, z'> > SUP,,~( f (x), z') = C, say. Thus (f, z'> < C on X a contradiction. PROPOSITION 
3. If f : X-P E is continuous and bounded, then --k{ f (X)) = (Jf dp 1 p E M} in the notations of Prop. 1.2.
PROOF. Let MO denotes the convex hull of point measures in X, then Me is dense in M in weak topology [16] . Consider the mapping 1 : p --+ If dp, from M+ E'*, with weak topology on M and o(E'*, E') topology on El*. Take a net in M, s-(j-fd/d)- 
Thus in any case
Spofdp=O, then 1 (h sf dp, z') I = 0 for every real X and Vz' E Do, which implies that h sf d,u E Do0 = D, which proves that p( J-f dp) = 0. If Jp of dp > 0, then from above we have SfdP EDOO=D .bofdp ' which gives p( Jf dp) < fp of dp. PROPOSITION 1.5. Suppose f : X -+ E is continuous and bounded, p E M, , andf (X) is contained in a complete, convex subset A of E such that 0 E A. Then .ffdpEE.
PROOF. p being tight, there exists a sequence (K,) of compact subsets of X, such that p(K,) > 1 -l/n, V n and the sequence (K,) is increasing (Note /.L is also a regular countably additive bore1 measure [I 11). Denote fn = xKnf, then fn(X) = f (K,) or f (K%) u (0) C A. Since A is complete, the closed convex hull offn(X) in E is also compact. Now a(E'*, E') induces the topology a(E, E') on E, so by Prop. 1.2 sfn dp E K( fn(X)) C A, since a compact convex set is also u(E, E')-compact. Let sfn dp = x, . Assume (P&,~ to be the family of seminorms generating the topology of E. For any two positive integers m, n, and OL E I, by Prop. 1.4, where rlo = SUP,,X ~&f(x)) [since f(X) is b ounded and p, is continuous we have Q < a~]. Now which proves that (x,J is a Cauchy sequence and since A is complete, let x, --f x E E. To see that lf dp = x, take
This proves the result. PROOF. X, being complete, is closed in 8, the completion of E. Since the identity mapping i : X-t l? is continuous and bounded, by Prop. 1.5. s i dp = y E e. If y # X, there exists f E E' = E', such that Supf(X) <f(y), which implies that sf dp <f(y), a contradiction of s i dp = y. Note: By i?' = E' we mean that every element in E' has a continuous extension so as to become an element of i?. THEOREM 2.2. X is a complete, convex, bounded subset of a locally convex space E such that one of X and E is separable, Then every TV E MO has a barycenter in X.
PROOF. Assume first that E is separable, which implies that ,!? = EI , the completion of E is also separable. We know that E; = E'. Consider the linear mapping P : (E; , @; , Ed) -+ R, P(f) = jf,x dP> VffE;.
We prove that p is continuous. Since E1 is complete, by [14] (Cor. 2, Theorem 6.2; p. 149, we need only to prove that t.~ is continuous on every equicontinuous subset of Ei . Let H be any equicontinuous subset of E;; since E1 is separable, H is met&able in o(E; , Er) ( [14] , Theorem 4.7, p. 87). So, to prove that p is continuous on El, we take a sequence fa -+ f in H. Now H equi-continuous and X bounded implies that {Sup If(X) j /f E N} is bounded, which means that \ fm \ < C, Vn, on X, C being some positive real number. It follows that p( fn) -+ ,u( f ), by L e es ue b g d ominated convergence theorem. This proves that p has a barycenter in E1 , since (E; , o(E; , E,))' = E1. Since X is closed in Ei , it easily follows from Separation Theorem that the barycenter lies in X.
If X is separable, then the closed subspace generated by X will be a separable subspace E, of E. From what is proved above it follows that for every p E M,, , there exists x E X, such that p(f) = f (x), Qf E Ei . But for any g E E', &E, E E; 7 which means p(g) = g(x), Vg E E'. Thus p has a barycenter in X.
We give an example to prove that the assumption of completeness is necessary in the above theorem. PROOF. ~1 being T-smooth is concentrated on a closed separable subset C of X. Let X 1 = k(C) C X, then p is concentrated on Xl and X1 is complete and separable. Theorem 2.2 now gives the result. PROPOSITION 2.4. If the separability character [12] of X in the Theorem 2.3 is zero, then every p E MO has a barycenter in X. PROOF. From [12] , p is concentrated on a separable subset X0 of X; the closed convex hull of X,, will also be separable. Proceeding as in Theorem 2.3 we get the result.
In particular if the cardinality of a complete, convex, bounded, metrizable subset of a locally convex space is less than first inaccessible cardinal, the above proposition holds. THEOREM 2.5. X is weakly complete, convex subset of a locally convex space, and p E M such that f IX is p-integrable for every f E E'. Then p has a barycenter in x.
PROOF. Consider the mapping v: X-+ RE', q(x) = (f (x)),EE, . Since X is convex and weakly complete, it is easily seen that p(X) is a closed, convex subset of the locally convex space RE'. If p = (p( f ))f&' .$ v(X), then they can be strictly separated by an element of (RE'), say Q, i.e., Q(p) > Sup Q(p(X)), which means p(h) > SUP,,~ h(x), where h = xTGl uifi and Q = (al , a2 ,..., a,,). But this is a contradiction. Thus p E v(X) which means p has a barycenter. Proof is quite similar to Theorem 3.1, the only difference being that in this case we have to prove that pr , ,LL~ defined in Theorem 3.1 are tight measures in X. But this is immediate by ([16] , Theorem 29, p. 179).
BARYCENTERS AND EXTREME POINTS
Next we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition that ea: be the only element of M representing an extreme point x, with weak topology on X. We first prove the lemma: It is easily checked that p2 represents v(x). But the only measure on the compact, convex set y(X) representing y(x) is l rntz) , and thus Applying the above lemma, we get pi = <0(z) Z-p = cz .
Conversely suppose v(x) $ ext y(X); then there exists y, z E y(X), such that y(x) = (y + 2)/2 and y # x. Then A, B, (0) are convex subsets of both E and RN. We take weak topology on E and product topology on RN. 'I=" will denote closure in RN and the overbar will denote closure in E. Let X = k(A u B u {0}), then X is a closed, convex, bounded subset of E. The identity mapping y : X + RN makes X and v(X) affinely homeomorphic ( [7] , p. 339). Since X 3 A u g and (1, 1, l,... )E& (-1, -1, -l,... )~8, so O$extcT).
We shall prove that 0 E ext X. Assume 0 6 ext X, + 3y E X, z E X, such that y + x = 0, y#O, z#O. But XCK(WuBu(O}) since wUfjU{o} is the union of convex compact sets and therefore their convex hull is also compact and hence closed. S ince X is unit ball, 1 (v(p))* 1 < 1, Vp E X, Vi E N and i = CO, which implies that 1 (T)$ 1 < 1, VT E q(X). NOW I (yi + Xi)/2 1 = 1, so yi = xi = f 1 G= p)(x) E ext v(X). By Theorem 3.4 E@ is the only element of M representing x. Define a measure ,!z on x, the Stone-Tech compactification on X as: ,W = &lx), Vg E C(x), then ii<.&> = c~(fJ =f&) = 1, -6 being the continuous extension off,,, to 2. This gives fi(l -f,) = 0. Now 1 -f", > 0 on x. Suppose &y) = 1, for some 9 E x, 4 a net (x& C X, such that x, -9, => fO(xa) -+ 1, =P x,--f x, * y = x. Thus rS;(J? -{x}) = 0, which implies p = cz , * p = E% .
In the next theorem we shall derive an equivalence of "Krein-Milman's Theorem" in terms of barycenters. THEOREM 3.8. X is a closed, convex, bounded subset of a locally convex space E. Then the following statements are equivalent :
(i) X is the closed, convex, hull of its extreme point. (ii) Every x E X is the burycenter of some p E M, which is supported by every %o-set containing ext X. means that x is the barycenter of p. Let Z be any g-set containing P, then @Y) > limpa(Z) = 1 ([16]), + ~(2) = 1 and so ~1 is supported by 2.
(ii) -+ (i). By (ii) ext X # +. Let K = K(ext X). If possible let x0 E X--K. By (ii), there exists a p E M, representing x0 , such that p is supported by 409127/1-8 every &'-set containing ext X. By Separation Theorem, there exists f E E', such that Sup f (K) < C <f (x0) for some real C. The s-set evidently contains ext X, and so ~(2) = 1. Now p(f) = Izfh G C <f(4 a contradiction. This proves the result.
